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ment of induced drag that the twist
Since the effects of wing twist and
the distribution of downwash across
the span. With the untwisted wings
or sweep added to the drag of the
sweep forward are important to the
at their angles of attack for zero lift
straight untwisted wings. Note that
design of modern sailplanes and lit
there is no lift anywhere along the
the increment of induced drag that
tle aerodynamic information on this
span and therefore no induced drag
is added by the twisted wings is es·
subject is available to most design
exists. However, for the twisted
sentially constant at all lift coeffi·
ers, it was decided that a generalized
wings at their respective angles of
cients and is little affected by
study should be made available at
changes in aspect ratio. Also the
this time. There are many who
magnitude of this increment of
advocate elimination or reduc
induced drag increases approx
tion of aerodynamic twist in
imately as the square of the
sailplane wings and also the
twist anglc.
incorporation of swet'p forward
The increment of induced
in lieu of wing twist to achieve
drag that the sweep forward
desi rabl e stall characteristics.
added to the aspect ratio 14
The following is written to aid
wing appears to be proportion
designers in their choice of
al to the sweep angle, and for
wing twist and/or wing sweep.
a given sweep angle, increases
Figurt' 1 shows the five wing
approximately as the square of
planf~rms that wert' used in thi~
the lift coefficient.
study. The aspect ratios used
The drag of a complete wing
were 6, 14, and 22.9. To an·
is made up of the sum of the in
swer questions about swept for
duced and profile drags. There
ward planforms the aspect ratio
fore to look at the total drag of
14 wing was studied with sweep
these wings it is necessary to
angles of 0°, -10°, and - 20°.
add the profile drag of which·
Three different airfoil sections
ever wing section one wishes
were used with the three as·
to use to the previously discuss
pect ratios. The drag polars for
ed induced drag of Figures 3
these airfoils are shown in Fig.
through 6. As mt'ntioned before
ure 2. All three airfoils shown
t he sections used in this analysis
are considered by the author to
and their profile drag polars art'
be suitable sailplane airfoils for
shown in Figure 2. Due to the
wings of their respective aspect
span lift distributions some sec·
FIG. J
ratios. For structural reasons
tions of the wing will operate at
the higher aspect ratio wings
Plahforms Used 11"1 Study
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higher lift cot'fl1cients than the
were assignt'd the thicker sec
wing lift coefficient and other
tions. Actually, the choice of
attack for zero lift the inboard por
sections along the span will operate
airfoil sections had little effect on the
tion of the wings is producing posi
at lower lift coefficit'nts. The total
results of this study and any airfoil
tive
lift and the outboard portion is
lift of a wing is the summation of the
section could have been used with
producing negative lift, and although
lift along the entire span and like
similar results.
the
net result is zero, there still re
wise the total profile drag of a wing
The induced drag was calculated
sults an induced drag due to the
is the summation of the section pro
for each of the straight wings with
formation of this lift.
file drags which correspond to these
no twist and also for these same
Figure 6 shows the induced drag
section lift coefficients.
wings with finite values of twist.
of the aspect ratio 14 wing with no
The profile drag was calculated for
These calculations were made for
twist but having sweep forward an
each of the wings for wing lift co
wing lift coefficients between zero
gles of 0°, 10", and 20°. The sweep
efficients between zero and 1.4.
and lA, by the method described in
angles are measured between the lal
Shown in Figures 3 through 6 art'
reference (1). All wing twists con
eral axis and the line joining the
these profile drags added to the pre
sidered in this study are linear, that
quarter chord points of the airfoil
viously discussed induced drags. It
is the wing is twisted so that the
sections. This figure shows that all
is seen that these induced plus pro
leading and trailing edges are
file drag curvt's are very nearly the
of these wings produce no induced
straight lines. These results are
drag at zero wing lift coefficients but
sum of the profile drag curves of
shown in Figures 3 through 5 as the
at finite lift coefficients the induced
Figure 2 and induced drag curves ex
family of three induced drag curves
cept that at the largt'r twist angles the
drag of the swept wings is higher
on each figure. Induced drag is that
than that of the straight wing.
definiteness of the low drag "bucket"
drag resulting from the formation of
In Figure 7 is shown the incre·
of the low drag airfoils, used on the
lift and its magnitude depends on
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